
Music In
Memory



Question :

The testable question is: 

Does the genre of music affect memory?



Variables :
The Independent Variable: It is the genre of music and results. 

The Dependent Variable : Observe and measure when change the first 
variable. It is the genre of music depends on how good or bad the 
results of the participants come out as.

There Controlled Variables : Are the amount of participants in each 
group, same starting time and same apps.



Background :
Does the genre of music affect memory? Music has different rhythms, motions, and tempos. Other 
music genres can boost energy and mood, or open up your brain. For example, many people listen to 
music while studying because they can concentrate more. Not many people know which music genre 
is the most effective. There have been researchers that say that the most recommended music genre 
to help memory loss is classical music. Classical music is very soothing and relaxing and reduces 
stress. Today we will test if classical music or any other music genres are effective. During the day of 
your exam, you listen to the same song, this helps you remember what you studied. Why? According 
to the Tabernacle Choir At Temple Square, “Chronicled how music awakened patients suffering with 
memory loss.” When you're studying with a certain type of music/ songs it creates a memory hole in 
your brain so the day of the exam you can remember what you studied by listening to the certain 
genres! As a result, this is important because future reference studies could study the best music 
genre to get high scores and could improve brain memory. It can bring special feelings, or memories. 
Making it possible to awaken someone or something with music because of its powerful effects.



Hypothesis :

If you listen to classical music than you can remember and focus 
because classical music only has instruments and is more peaceful.



Materials :
★ Chromebooks (25)

★ Headphones (25)

★ Participants (25)

★  Google stopwatch 

★ Human Benchmark Visual Memory Test

★ Youtube

★ Notebook

★ Lead Pencil

★ Camera



Procedure :
Step 1. Separate the 25 people into groups of five.

Step 2. Give each person a chromebook and headphones and go to Youtube, Human 
Benchmark Visual Memory Test, and Google stopwatch.

Step 3. The first group will listen to classical music

Step 4. Second group will listen to pop music 

Step 5. Third group will listen to rap music

Step 6. Fourth, will you listen to country music.



Step 7. And Fifth will listen to jazz music

Step 8. Each assignment will listen to their specific music genre.

Step 9. Everyone will start the stopwatch and start at the memory game at the same 
time.

Step 10. Until finished with the memory game stop the stopwatch

Step 11. Record all your score on the memory and time on the stopwatch in a 
notebook.

Step 12. Graph all the results on a graph and data table to see which music genre to 
see which helps you memory more.

Procedure :



Data Table :

C D E F G A B C

G
A

B
C

Write the musical notes correctly according to the staff

Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Averages

Pop music 8 7 6 8 7.625

Country 
music 9 6 7 8 7.625

Jazz music 7 4 8 6 7.625

Rap music 6 9 8 9 7.625

Classical 
music 7.5 9 3 11 7.625



Pictures :



Line Graph :
Graphs : 

Bar Graph :



Observations :
The experiment consists of everyone being separated into five groups of four people 
representing: classical, pop, rock, rap, and jazz. Everyone gets a computer to listen to their 
desired music genre. Everyone will play a memory game to determine which music genre 
helps remember the most. The memory game begins with eight squares that show you a 
certain pattern and having to copy the pattern exactly. And if you get it right it will get 
more challenging and long. But if you get the pattern wrong you get three tries until you 
completely finish it will show your results. While they play the memory game there would 
be a stopwatch to see how long it takes for everyone to finish. Seeing many people well 
concentrated during the experiment. Noticing that most people finished the memory game 
almost at the same time which means at most people’s time response was very similar. 
And everything was a very close call. As a result the genre music with the highest score by 
the slightest was rap music (eight), the second highest was classical music (7.625), the 
third highest was country music (7.5), the fourth highest was pop music (7.25), the fifth 
highest was jazz music (6.25).So as a result the most recommendable music genre to listen 
to for a better memory is rap music. 



Data Analysis :
Information from the bar graph:

The highest results was in classical music but also has the lowest results 
making it visual look like it’s the most recommendable music genre. But 
when you calculate the averages the highest results was rap music by 
the slightest. 

Information from the line graph:

In the line graph it shows that most of the genres of music are remotely 
the same and only have very little difference. Although some are higher 
or lower than the others. The music genres don’t make much of a 
difference.



Conclusion & Further Research
To sum it all up the result showed that if somebody/ someone wants to listen to music 

while studying for an exam they should listen to rap music for better memory and be able to 
focus better. The hypothesis wasn’t supported because previously “If you listen to classical 
music then you can remember and focus because classical music only has instruments and is 
more peaceful.” But when the experiment was made the highest genre by a vaguely rap music 
was the highest. If you listen to rap music then you can remember and focus because most 
people prefer to listen to rap music. 

In the future learning about how the brain processes music and could it improve only memory 
or more? Making the assumption of a new and improved science project including the 
experiment by providing a group with no music to see if the music genre matters or not. Explain 
more briefly what the projects about to the participants since most were confused and made 
mistakes. Making the project results not fully comprehensible. As a result when making an 
experiments their could be mistakes that help later improve or make them better. 
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